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(Prov 22:6 NIV) Train a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not turn from it.

This Is A Call To Train, Teach, And Raise Up Young People In The Ways Of The Lord
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Today There Is An All Out Assault On The Family -- Especially On Youth And Children

There’s A Great Need For A Group Of Parents, Grandparents And Other Concerned Believers Who Care Dearly About The Plight Of Today’s Young
We Need An Infusion Of Godly Wisdom And Direction In Our Role As Parents -- So We Can Accomplish All God Has Destined For Us
How To Equip Our Young to 
Overcome

PRAYER:

Prayer Is What Changes People And Changes Situations
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TEACH THEM:

- Families Don’t Win The Battle By Accident
- They Need To Be Taught To Win

(Deut 4:9 NIV) ... be careful, and watch yourselves closely so that you do not forget the things your eyes have seen or let them slip from your heart as long as you live. Teach them to your children and to their children after them.
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Schools Teach
- Reading
- Writing
- Math

At Home We Teach
- How To Live
- The Ways Of The Lord
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GREAT TEACHING:

- Motivates
- Involves Repetition
- Is Demonstrated
- Involves Correction
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LEAD AND GUIDE THEM:

- Done From In Front Not From Behind
- Doesn’t Happen By Accent
- Takes Personal Involvement
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TO TEACH THEM WE MUST REACH THEM:

- With Genuine – 1st Cor. 13 -- Love
- By Letting Them Know Your Heart
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READ: Ephesians 6:10-13
READ: 2 Corinthians 10:3-6

To Win This Spiritual Battle We Must Do Battle In The Spiritual Realm Thru The Power Of The Spirit
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THE WEAPONS OF SPIRITUAL WARFARE:
- The Name Of Jesus
- The Word Of God
- The Power Of The Holy Spirit
- The Blood Of Jesus
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If God Has Called And Appointed You And Put You In The Place Where You Can Be Effective In The Lives Of These Precious Young Ones You Need To Be:

- Praying For Them
- Teaching Them
- Leading, Guiding, And Guarding Them
- Reaching Them
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You Must Use The Weapons Of Spiritual Warfare

- The Name Of Jesus
- The Word Of God
- The Power Of The Holy Spirit
- The Proclaiming Of The Blood Of Jesus

Do Battle With The Enemy!
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Through God’s Power Satan’s Strongholds Are Demolished

Through God’s Power Our Families Can Be Established